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OPEN 
HORIZONS

It is where we truly recalibrate – gazing into the open 
horizons. Like nothing else, undocking and journeying into 
the deep blue allows us to gather strength and return to 
our true nature. Whether alone or accompanied, it is where 
we regain perspective, and become humble, reminded of 
what is greater than ourselves. 

RAND Boats was founded on this belief, and owes its 
existence to the ambition of proliferating this lifeaffirming 
sensation through functionalistic, innovative motorboats 
built and driven with the greatest respect for nature.





SCANDINAVIAN
SIMPLICITY

When form follows function, and all matters unnecessary to 
the core purpose stripped, the most accessible, life-improving 
products are given life to. This is wht modern Scandinavian design 
is all about, and the idea that governs the RAND Boats design 
philosophy.

It is through the graceful, minimalistic lines characterizing the body 
of every hull, and the distinctive simplicity of every function from 
hatch to console that RAND Boats has attained its recognition, 
and left the console that RAND Boats has attained its recognition, 
and left the portfolio of puristic daycrusisers sought out by 
customers across the world, affectionate of simplistic design as 
well as intuitive function.



INNOVATION & 
SUSTAINABILITY

In a market focused on achieving perfection in a fixed spectrum 
of traditional boat types and propulsion methods, RAND Boats 
sets out with a new approach to boatbuilding and leaves no stone 
unturned in the aspiration of bringing the most innovative and 
sustainable solutions to the market.

The time is now, and a combination of exceptionally low 
construction weight, and hydrocynamically optimized hull design 
allows RAND Boats to reach new heights of fuel efficiency and 
performance, whether through traditional propulsion or new 
electric propulsion systems.



UNCOMPROMISING 
CRAFTMANSHIP

At the core of every boat builder’s pride is the dedication to 
craftsmanship. Taking the time to hone every inch of fiber and 
every angle of carpentry, producing close to custom made jewels 
with every boat leaving the production line.

The aspiration at RAND Boats’ production facility is no less, and 
the results speak their true language, where the smallest detail is 
under careful scrutiny and constant development, and every bit 
of material handpicked to support the highest of quality standarts.



FUNCTIONALISM FROM 
STERN TO BOW

The dream of venturing into the oceans should not be limited. It 
should not be hindered by concers of movability, space, or the 
difficulties of operating. Boats should be intuitive, simplistically 
designed, and present a layout inviting people aboard whether 
experienced sailors or novices.

RAND Boats strives to tear down boundaries, and aspires with 
each new model to create the very best for the specific purpose, 
whether easy plug-and-play daycruiser or the extravagant family 
weekender, all with a special dedication to the social experiences 
invited for by the sea.



Picnic 18 Mana 23 Play 24 Spirit 25

29.900 € 53.900 € 117.900 € 169.900 €

24.900 € 49.900 € 79.900 € 104.900 €

Discovery Series ELECTRIC

POWER



Supreme 27 Leisure 28 Escape 30 Archipelago 31

185.900 € 199.900 € 231.900 € 190.900 €

119.900 € 138.900 € 169.900 € 175.900 €

Privilege Series ELECTRIC

POWER



Picnic 18







 

SPECIFICATIONS

Picnic 18

Picnic 18 is a new, ultrasimple approach to 
leisure activity at sea. Designed around the 
focal 62 x 145 cm center picnic-table the 
18ft open daycruiser is the perfect platform 
for plug-and-play social experiences on 
water, and has bonded friends and families 
through early brunch outings to late night 
swims across the world since it’s launch in 
2015.

The Picnic 18 seats up to a remarkable 10 
passengers in total, and starts at an unusually 
low weight making it especially popular with 
the low powered electric engines for easy 
cruising through canals, lakes, and coasts. 
With electric propulsion it is available with 
inboard engines from 4 to 10kW, as well 
as Torqeedo outboard engines from 4 to 
50kW all ranging up to a maximum of 20 
kWh battery range.

With traditional gasoline propulsion the 
Picnic 18 comes with outboards from 9.9 
to 60 HP, which makes for a great coastal 
cruiser cabable of handling waves an uneasy 
sea with remarkable stability.

THE EASY WAY 
TO THE SEA

Picnic 18

29.900 €

24.900 €

Model:

Hull length:          

Hull width:    

Weight              

Draft: 

Maximum crew:

Maximum power: 

Engine & Battery:
           

Maximum power: 

Fuel capacity:

ELECTRIC SERIES

POWER SERIES

RAND Picnic 18

535 cm

210 cm

390 kg

18 cm

10 persons

50kW

Engine size and 
battery capacity 

is adjusted to 
your personal 

need

60HP

Up to 44L





SCANDINAVIAN FUNCTIONALISM

Picnic 18 is the perfect marriage between simplistic Scandinavian aesthetics and 
userfriendly functionalistic solutions, exemplified through the scenic teak-fitted aluminium 
steering console displaying no more than the outmost necessary – the intuitive throttle, the 
lush stainless steel steering wheel and marine stereo. Plug-and-play and easy for all to use. 





SIMPLICITY EASY TO USE

The Picnic 18 is designed and constructed to ensure 
minimum maintenance. The boat is endowed with 
lowmaintenance faux teek deck in the cockpit and 
bathing platform for the true maritime expression, and 
fitted with as little equipment as possible. All cushions 
can be stowed away in the large aft and bow storage 
compartment, or hidden completely beneath the full port 
cover.

Picnic 18 is among the most popular electric daycruisers 
on the market, and has spread quickly to customers 
across the world looking for that easy-to-use platform 
for getting on the water. It is simple to drive, has perfect 
steering capabilities and a surprisingly high degree of 
stability making it optimal as well for customers with little 
or no previous sailing experience.



SUN BED DINING SPACE

By lowering the center picnic table and laying across a 
custom four-cushion sun lounge the front part of the 
Picnic 18 turns into a whopping 200x180 cm sunbed 
perfect for a relaxing nap or drying in the sun after a 
refreshing dip in the water. 

The center dining table captures the essence of the 
Picnic-idea, and has been the pivoting point of many 
jouyous moments for it’s owners and passengers since 
the 2015 launch. With smooth rounded corners inviting 
for the hand’s caress, the table can be fitted with stainless 
steel cup holders or left in its clean original state for the 
traditional picnic look. 





Mana 23







 

SPECIFICATIONS

Mana 23

Model:

Hull length:          

Hull width:    

Weight ex. engine              

Draft: 

Maximum crew:

Maximum power: 

Engine & Battery:
           

ELECTRIC SERIES

RAND Mana 23

720 cm

230 cm

690 kg

25 cm

10 persons

30kW

Engine size and 
battery capacity 

is adjusted to 
your personal 

needs

The RAND Mana 23 is the ultimate electric 
displacement cruiser with a distinctive social 
hangout space suitable for all your social 
experiences on water. 

Whether you are a newbie or an experienced 
sailor, Mana 23 is highly user-friendly and 
accessible. The remarkable stability and 
balance on board provides extra comfort to 
passengers and along with its low weight 
hull, it simplifies manoeuvring, making 
steering almost intuitive. 

The open day cruiser has a unique functional 
layout, able to accommodate up to 10 
people, with dining area located in the bow 
and a double aft sun lounge with extendable 
backrest. Mana 23 does not forget their 
captain and by centring its steering console, 
placing the majority of passengers in and 
social experiences front.

This 23 footer is a true spacious platform 
for all your activities ranging from having a 
lunch on the water or going for a cruise on 
the open waters.

ECO-FRIENDLY 
DAYCRUISER

Mana 23

53.900 €

49.900 €

POWER SERIES

Maximum power: 

Fuel capacity:
           

60HP

Up to 44L





SIMPLICITY 

Mana 23 is designed and constructed to require minimum maintenance by 
combining the Scandinavian aesthetics and user-friendly functionalists solutions. 
This low maintenance plug-and-play platform is easy to use for everybody. It is powered 
by Electric outboard engines neatly covered out-of-sight under the aft sun lounge, for 
increased handling and low maintenance that is preferred by outboard engine owners.





ADAPTABILITY CENTERED AROUND THE 
CAPTAIN

Layout of Mana 23 contains areas designed for different 
purposes to adapt all your needs, whether you want 
to sunbathe on the aft double sun lounge or enjoy a 
romantic dinner by the sunset.

Captain in the centre of attention - The captain does not 
have to be excluded from all the fun. Mana 23 arranges 
the steering console int he centre so no passenger is 
deprived of the time well-spend.



EASY MANOUVERING ON-WATER DINING 
SPACE

The extraordinary hull design with reduced hydroponic 
drag adapted to effortlessly pierce the waves, and turn 
with immediate response, combined with the hidden 
outboard engines providing thrusts the direction you are 
steering towards. 

The center dining table captures the essence of the 
Picnic-idea, and has been the pivoting point of many 
jouyous moments for it’s owners and passengers since 
the 2015 launch. With smooth rounded corners inviting 
for the hand’s caress, the table can be fitted with four 
stainless steel cup holders or left in its clean original state 
for the traditional picnic look. 









Play 24







 

SPECIFICATIONS

Play 24

Model:

Hull length:          

Hull width:    

Weight ex. engine              

Draft: 

Maximum crew:

Maximum power: 

Engine & Battery:
           

Maximum power: 

ELECTRIC SERIES

RAND Play 24

744 cm

255 cm

1100 kg

30 cm

10 persons

20-240kW

Engine size and 
battery capacity 

is adjusted to 
your personal 

need

115 to 300 HP

The distinguished Scandinavian design of 
the RAND Play brings a new kind of open 
day-boat to the market. The minimalistic 
approach and the graceful, yet simple lines 
defines what luxury at the sea is really about.

The PLAY 24 concept follows the RAND 
vision of easy and intuitive leisure activity at 
sea and adds a great amount of fun, space, 
performance and speed on top.

The 24ft day-boat seats up to 10 persons and 
offers an impressive level of customization 
and comfort. The bow seating area can 
transform into an XL sunbed, and the aft 
area can transform into a relaxing kingsize 
sunlounge. 

Praised by boating journalists and owners 
RAND Play serves all needs for nautical fun 
lovers and water sports enthusiasts.

FOR ALL 
NAUTICAL 

FUN LOVERS

Play 24

117.900 € 

79.900 €

POWER SERIES





THREE PLAYFUL ZONES

The open daycruiser is divided into three zones, each representing different 
usability scenarios, from the spacious aft sunlounge expandable through the flip-
over pilot backrest, and the three-seat pilot sofa, through to the comfortable bow 
dining area layout, all with the aim at bringing maximum joy to its passengers.





UNIQUE FEATURES EXTENSIVE LOUNGE AREA

The design is uncompromising, in the way that 
functionality comes first. The beautiful lines and surfaces, 
the graceful details and the impressive amounts of space, 
and the freedom to move around. Whether you will do 
high-speed sailing in smooth waters, or ride big waves at 
the ocean, the RAND Play will manoeuvre with a fun and 
engaging steering while remaining stable and safe.

The bow lounge area can comfortably seat up to 7 
people and transforms into an XL 200 x 200 cm sunbed 
protected by the high backrests.



HELM LOUNGEINNOVATION

The helm area provides great seating for 3 people while 
also forming an oversize chaiselon in connection with 
the swimplatform. The backrest can transform to create 
a kingsize sunbed and also support the captain in a raised 
steering position for a better view.

A dedication to easy movability the Play 24 layout offers 
an overwhelming sense of space compared to competing 
boats in the range, and gives the versatility of usability 
scenarios to its owners, whether dining in the bow with 
an unhindered view of the sea, dazing in the rays on the 
luscious aft sun lounge, or cruising at full speed by the 
sporty captains steering console.









Spirit 25







 

SPECIFICATIONS

Spirit 25

Model:

Hull length:          

Hull width:    

Weight ex. engine              

Draft: 

Maximum crew:

Maximum power: 

Engine & Battery:
           

Maximum power: 

Fuel capacity:
           

ELECTRIC SERIES

RAND Play 24

750 cm

255 cm

1250 kg

35 cm

9 persons

160kW

Engine size and 
battery capacity 

is adjusted to 
your personal 

need

300 HP

Up to 44L

RAND Spirit 25 is one of the most 
captivating designer motorboats on the 
market. With classical motorboat design 
references RAND Spirit caters to the most 
selective aesthetics who also need raw 
performance and perfect handling. 

Like all RAND models the special 
walkaround deck layout provides movability 
and a flexible 6 person seating lounge and 
allows its passengers to enjoy life at sea in 
high speeds or anchoring off the coast.

Spirit 25 offers an exceptional experience 
whether racing through waves or anchoring 
in harbour, enjoying drinks with your close 
ones.

DESIGN 
MEETS RAW 

PERFORMANCE

Spirit 25

169.900 €

104.900 €

POWER SERIES





LEISURE ACTIVITIES 

Spirit 25 by RAND Boats is the ideal ultrasimple platform for your leisure activities 
on water, whether alone or accompanied. The elegant 25ft open luxury day-
cruiser offers a new way of experiencing social interaction with friends and family 
while sailing due to the unique interior design combined with high usability. With 
its clean lines and thoughtful details, Spirit 25 is the ultimate testmanet to style 
and luxury on water, while maintaining functionality and peerfless performance.



EXPANDABLE BACKREST SPORTY STEERING WHEEL

With its unique functional layout Spirit 25 is able to 
readjust its seating area with its expandable backrest. 
By flipping the pilot backrest when anchoring the helm 
seating area transforms its sporty layout into a cafe-style 
seating area within a few moments.

The sporty Spririt 25 steering console has taken inspiration 
from the automotive-industry and lends comparison 
especially to classic Italian sports cars, offering a feeling 
of tje ultimate race boat.



FUSION OF A RUNABOUT 
& WALKAROUND

FROM SPORT TO 
COMFORT

Combining the best from walkarounds and sportsboats, 
Spirit 25 provides the best aspects from a centre-console 
with free movability combined with the protection and 
beautiful exterior that the sports windscreen provides 
the classic runabouts models to offer a brand new 
experience.

Spirit 25 embodies the perfect marriage between sport 
and comfort. Exceptional stability and balance on board 
ensure high comfort for its passengers as well as captains 
with little previous sailing experience. Spirit 25 allows 
you to take a break from sailing anytime to enjoy some 
bonding moments with your friends and family on the 
sea.



Supreme 27







 

SPECIFICATIONS

Supreme 27

Model:

Hull length:          

Hull width:    

Weight ex. engine              

Draft: 

Maximum crew:

Maximum power: 

Engine & Battery:
           

Maximum power: 

ELECTRIC SERIES

RAND Supreme 27

844 cm

259 cm

1550 kg

35 cm

12 persons

200kW

Engine size and 
battery capacity 

is adjusted to 
your personal 

need

150 to 350 HP

Supreme 27 is a watersports manifesto and 
a new approach to the popular bowrider 
class. Spacious and comfortable like nothing 
else in the category, the Supreme 27 is a 
spectacle of fun and games at sea, with a 
multitude of entertainment options and 
seating areas, all wrapped up in the usable 
and functional RAND Boats design, where 
every inch is designed to make the time 
aboard free of obstacles.

Spacious and comfortable like nothing 
else in the category, the Supreme 27 is a 
spectacle of fun and games at sea, with a 
multitude of entertainment options and 
seating areas, all wrapped up in the usable 
and functionalistic RAND Boats design. The 
overwhelming space aboard the Supreme 
27 culminates at the aft sun lounge which 
provides a remarkable queen size threeman 
bed with perfect view of the horizon.

THE WATERSPORTS 
MANIFESTO

Supreme 27

185.900 €

119.900 €

POWER SERIES





UNIQUE LAYOUT FOR 
PLAY & INTERACTION

The innovative hull design and advanced structure secures impressive performance 
in the Supreme 27. Wether searching for efficiency or speed the Supreme 27 is class 
leading in both areas achieving planing speed at 14 knots in seconds and rocketing 
towards 50 knots barrier depending on engine choice and purpose. The wave-
piercing bow cuts clean through the sea and creates a precise and comfortable ride.





MOVABILITY SPACIOUS SUN LOUNGE

The Supreme 27 bow area approached the classic 
bow-rider section, traditionally laid out with a standard 
u-shaped seating area with access from the cockpit. As 
in all other ways the Supreme 27 differs in this regard as 
well by focusing on movability and ease of use, making 
the chaiselounge and lounge chair with table freely 
accessible through the windshield walk-through hatch.

The overwhelming space aboard the Supreme 27 
culminates at the aft sun lounge which provides a 
remarkable queen size three-man bed with perfect view 
of the horizon disappearing and the wake shaping in the 
sea after the hydrodynamically shaped Supreme 27 hull. 
The aft sun lounge moreover opens up to the spacious 
wakeboard and waterski locker.



CUSTOM COCKPIT 
DESIGN

AESTETHIC STEERING

The cockpit chaiselounge can be switched with the 
optional kitchen from the Leisure 28 on the port side 
of the Supreme 27, adjacent the electric toilet. The 
chaiselounge makes up a perfect little hangout to catch 
a different view of the cockpit and the kitchen offers 
everything you need for enjoying meals on water.

The Supreme 27 steering console has taken inspiration 
from the automotive-industry and lends comparison 
especially to classic Italian sports cars with the informative 
dials and gages mounted into a carbonfber panel, soft 
padded leather frame, and stainless-steel and natural 
leather steering wheel – controlled and operated from 
the rotating luxury sports captains seat.









Leisure 28







 

SPECIFICATIONS

Leisure 28

Model:

Hull length:          

Hull width:    

Weight ex. engine              

Draft: 

Maximum crew:

Maximum power: 

Engine & Battery:
           

Maximum power: 

ELECTRIC SERIES

RAND Leisure 28

799 cm

255 cm

1650 kg

35 cm

12 persons

20 to 240kW

Engine size and 
battery capacity 

is adjusted to 
your personal 

need

150 to 350 HP

With 8,44 meters worth of lush and spacious 
luxury, Leisure 28 is a top priority among 
motorboat connoisseurs and those seeking 
the ultimate marriage between modern 
Scandinavian design and raw performance. 
Leisure 28 has become one of the most 
popular luxury designer boats in its class.

The design is uncompromising, in the way 
that functionality comes first. The beautiful 
lines and surfaces, the graceful details 
and the impressive amounts of space, and 
the freedom to move around. Whether 
you will do high speed sailing in smooth 
waters, or ride big waves at the ocean, the 
RAND Leisure will maneuver with a fun and 
engaging steering while remaining stable 
and safe.

THE OVERNIGHT
EQUILIBRIST

Leisure 28

199.900 €

138.900 €

POWER SERIES





UNIQUE LAYOUT FOR 
SOCIAL INTERACTION

Leisure 28 is designed for social interaction and perfectly fitted for on-the-water leisure. 
Even for dining with a built-in adjustable table and seating for up to 12 people. The table 
can be lowered to serve as the base for a relaxing kingsize sundeck. The rounded edges 
and wide hull makes it easy to get in and out. The hull has been developed to provide the 
most stable platform possible to increase the comfort on board. The electric propulsion 
ensures joyful sails without a loud motor running and the smell of gas while sailing.





ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES SUSTAINABILITY

Leisure 28 is modern luxury inside but with a tough, 
protective exterior. The spacious cockpit and its up to 
12 passengers are sheltered safely behind the tinted 
windshield, built around a frame of stainless steel with 
a practical round grab-rail for safety, and an opening to 
the spacious foredeck through the practical windshield 
hatch.

The lightweight construction is fundamental for a boat. 
We use materials developed from recycled plastics 
and bio-based hybrids to optimize the environmental 
impact and create the best possible solution. 
The RAND Leisure consumes significantly less than 
traditional boats and will be the environmentally friendly 
choice within the watersport boat-category even if 
choosing a gasoline engine.



EXTENSIVE LOUNGE AREA CABIN WITH QUEEN SIZE 
BED

Leisure 28 invites everyone onto a platform of relaxation 
with an excessively well appropriated layout where the 
large triple aft sun lounge, expandable oversize u-sofa, 
full kitchen and 2-split door toilet make up the cockpit, 
and the spacious 2 person luxury cabin make up the 
lower deck.

As an integral part of the ultimate luxury provided 
onboard the RAND Leisure’s naturally illuminated cabin 
holds a queen size bed for two persons when staying 
overnight.









Escape 30







 

SPECIFICATIONS

Escape 30

Model:

Hull length:          

Hull width:    

Weight ex. engine              

Draft: 

Maximum crew:

Maximum power: 

Battery:
           

Maximum power: 

ELECTRIC SERIES

RAND Escape 30

925 - 995 cm

289 cm

3000 kg

53 cm

12 persons

50 to 300kW

40 - 200kwh

350 to 600 HP

Escape 30 is the perfect all-arounder that 
combines protection and an open space 
with all necessary amenities compiled in just 
30ft. The clever deck layout and pioneering 
solutions provide the functionality of a 40 ft 
experience in a compact power cruiser with 
cabin and toilet with full standing height, 
tanning space and hard-top protected 
kitchen and dining areas.

Escape 30 provides the modern 30ft open 
powerboat layout into a more compact and 
sporty size offering the ultimate speed and 
raw performance.

The open day yacht has a unique functional 
layout without compromising its modern 
layout. Escape 30 is the perfect solution 
to all water activities, whether you will do 
high-speed sailing in smooth waters or 
lunch on water with your family.

THE PERFECT
GAME CHANGER

Escape 30

231.900 €

169.900 €

POWER SERIES



UNCOMPROMISING 
SPACE

TRIPLE AFT SUN LOUNGE

Escape 30 provides the modern 30ft open powerboat 
layout into a more compact and sporty size that can even 
be trailered, creating a unique multi-use open space with 
walk-around cockpit that grants easy access around the 
boat that is protected by a XL fenderlist.

The triple aft sun lounge and large swim platform is an 
open invitation to enjoy the sea. Providing a remarkable 
queen size three-man bed with the perfect view of the 
horizon, the aft sun lounge invites for a dip or a moment 
of relaxation on the sun.



PERFECT ALL-AROUNDER

Escape 30 embodies the ultimate hangout space with its overwhelming space for 
movability, begging for good times onboard with friends and family. The Escape 
30 is the perfect getaway for adventurous individuals seeking to venture out 
into nature and explore what is around the next corner. Available with electric 
and gasoline propulsion and both inboard or outboard engine placement, we 
offer different packages specifically tailored to your needs and usability scenario.





HARD-TOP PROTECTED 
LIVING SPACE

PERFECT DAY-BOAT

A modern T-top with build in windscreen provides more 
protection for the passengers, which makes your plans 
bulletproof against an unexpected weather change and 
the possibilty to completely close of the seating and helm 
means that you can continue if the weather turns bad.

With ability to accommodate 12 people, the boat consists 
of 5 areas, the bow area, the aft triple sun lounge and 
the dining area including the captains’ helm position with 
flip-over pilot backrest and a overnight cabin and toliet.



RAND Boats ApS
Dampfærgevej 3, st. th.,
DK-2100 Copenhagen

Denmark
+45 3151 3030

WWW.RANDBOATS.COM


